
Safety instructions

This product is designed on the basis of full consideration of safety. To ensure the safe use of

this product, please be sure to read and comply with the following items, and please put it in

a place that you can reading at any time.

1.Please use the fiber cleaver carefully, because the cleaver is precision machinery,

percussion and landing (strong impact) may damages the machinery and reduce

performance.

2.Please carefully and wear the protective glasses when you operation the fiber cleaver.

Because the fiber and fiber optic chips are very thin and sharp, and it will be damage you

when it into your hands or eyes.

3.Please leave the fiber-optic chips in a separate place that is separate from the common

trash.

4.Please don't touch the blade in the cleaver, because of very sharp.

5.It's one of fault reasons that the lever cap be impacted

6.If mechanical failure or abnormal behavior, please stop using. Do not disassemble or refit,

and contact the service department of the manufacturer.

Product profile

Product composition option/consumable

product Fiber cleaver

optical fiber cladding diameter 125μm

Coated outer diameter Single core(0.25-0.9mm)

The length required to be removed

before optical fiber cutting
Fiber cutting length ≥18mm

Fiber cutting length 5-20mm

Fiber cutting angle ≤0.8°

Blade life 48000 次（1000timesx16positionx3high）

Size 63x76x63mm

Weight 430g

The jip Two in one multifunction jip

Optical fiber padblock

Two in one multifunction jip

Blade mode RB-22

The bin (option)
coatingcoating

confirm the blade slider
front side end.

1.lift up the open bars of fiber

optic plate,open the single optical

fiber fixture's cover and confirm

the blade slider front side end.

2.Put the fiber in single optical fixture's trench and fiber coating removal border

consistent with fixture on the scale according to the need of cutting

length(example: cutting length is 16mm,border should consistent with scale's

16mm), confirm the bare fiber part is straight at this time.

3.Close the single optical fiber fixture's cover thus clamping fiber.

4. Close fiber optic plate and put down open bars of fiber optic plate, cut the

fiber when push blade slider to the inside.

5.Put up the open bars of fiber optic plate and open fiber platen cover. Press the

fiber with hands, open single optical fiber fixture's cover and remove fiber at

same time. Please don't forget rid of fiber debris.
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Cleaning method

In order to cleaver's cutting effect, please clean after operation.

The blade edge, fiber rubber block and pillow block are wiped by swab with aqueous alcohol.

Clean fiber fixture loading slot and

single core fiber fixture's groove

If blade or holder dust will reduce cutting effect, maybe damage fiber end

Blade and fiber holder has dust also reduce cutting effect and get terrible fiber

end.

Don't use drug to clean except alcohol.

Blade and fiber holder grip block have fiber debris also reduce cutting effect and

bad fiber position.

The method of adjusting the blade port

Blade cut continuously and cut surface owe loss after multiple cutting. When this situation

happened continuously, you need to adjust the position of the blade. In the following order,

adjust the direction of the blade then use new blade end.

(Reference) The number of each side of the blade to cut 3000 core times

1. Use a hex wrenches separate fiber box

separate fiber box

2.Screwdriver loose fixed blade screw

blade height
fixed screw

Swab

Attention

Swab

blade is rotated in the direction of
the arrow

using hex wrenches

Maintenance

Swab

separate fiber box

3.Blade is rotated to a new side, swab press the

side of blade and to the lateral force,

so it's easy to rotating blade

4. Tighten the screws and fixed blade

(Reference) Properly tighten torque about 0.98%(10kg.cm)

Don't tighten the blade clamping screw, otherwise it will lead to screw

breakage

5.Try to cut fiber 1.2 times. Ensure that the fiber cross-section by fiber fusion splicer.

If there are bad situation fiber end, please refer to< the blade height adjustment

method>.

The blade height adjustment method

1. Please loose fixed screw (as show)

2. Please loose blade height to adjust screws with hex wrenches

3. The automatically pencil lead or wooden bars will be flated on the optical fiber

fixture, push blade slider and rotate blade height adjust screws at the same time. The

highest point of the blade just contact with lead or wooden bar's height as reference

point.

Attention

blade height adjust screws


